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	Oracle 11g For Dummies (Computer/Tech), 9780470277652 (0470277653), For Dummies, 2009
Are you a seasoned system administrator charged with setting up an Oracle database? Or did you suddenly become a DBA by default? If database administration with Oracle is part of your job, you’ll be glad to have Oracle 11g For Dummies in your cubicle.
    This nuts-and-bolts guide walks you through the mysteries of Oracle and database administration. You’ll learn how to understand Oracle database architecture, set up and manage an Oracle database, and keep it running in tiptop form. Oracle 11g For Dummies covers:      

	The building blocks behind the database engine as well as Oracle’s physical and logical structures      
	Hardware, software, system, and storage requirements for implementation      
	How to recognize and accommodate the differences between Oracle installations on Windows and on Linux/UNIX      
	Daily and intermittent tasks necessary to keep your database running properly      
	How to assess potential threats to your database, configure Oracle Recovery Manager, and set up backup and recovery procedures      
	When to use online, offline, controlfile, and archivelog backups      
	Troubleshooting methodology and how to use Oracle database logs and other diagnostic utilities      
	Different ways to manage your database      
	How to automate jobs with the Oracle Scheduler      
	Using SQL in Oracle, and a great deal more      


    Completely up to date for the newest release of Oracle, Oracle 11g For Dummies will give you both the information and the confidence to set up and maintain an Oracle database for your organization.    


About the Author

Chris Zeis is Chief Technology Officer and partner at Perpetual Technologies, Inc., an Oracle partner. Chris Ruel is an Oracle database administrator and consultant. Michael Wessler manages multiple Web applications for the Department of Defense and consults at various government and private agencies.
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Oracle Essbase & Oracle OLAP: The Guide to Oracle's Multidimensional SolutionMcGraw-Hill, 2009
We have seen tremendous consolidation in the high-technology industry in recent years. Mergers and acquisitions strengthen the product offerings of a company, but they also sometimes bring together products that, on the face of it, seem either to duplicate a solution or to present no possibility of working together.

In 2007, Oracle...

		

Formal Models of Operating System KernelsSpringer, 2006
The work that this book represents is something I have wanted to do since 1979. While in Ireland, probably in 2001, I sketched some parts of a small operating system specification in Z but left it because of other duties. In 2002, I worked on the sketches again but was interrupted. Finally, in April, 2005, I decided to devote some time to it and...

		

XML SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2002
 Keep XML applications and documents secure with help from the leading authority in e-security

Get up to speed on XML and applied security technologies using this authoritative guide. Covering the fundamentals of XML structures and related security technologies--including XML signatures, XML encryption, and the XML key management...





	

Ocular Angiogenesis: Diseases, Mechanisms, and Therapeutics (Ophthalmology Research)Humana Press, 2006


	Angiogenesis is of fundamental importance in development, health, and disease. The

	study of angiogenesis in the eye, in particular, has increased exponentially in the last

	decade because retinal and choroidal neovascularization play an important role in the

	major blinding diseases of the industrialized world and represent an...

		

Oracle Application Integration Architecture (AIA) Foundation Pack 11gR1: EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle Application Integration Architecture (AIA) Foundation Pack is a commercial integration framework provided by Oracle Corporation. Oracle AIA provides a systematic approach of building business process integrations for an enterprise that helps it to consolidate their IT assets. Oracle AIA foundation pack also provides a set of application...

		

Web Data Mining: Exploring Hyperlinks, Contents, and Usage Data (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2011

	The rapid growth of the Web in the past two decades has made it the largest
	publicly accessible data source in the world. Web mining aims to discover
	useful information or knowledge from Web hyperlinks, page contents,
	and usage logs. Based on the primary kinds of data used in the
	mining process, Web mining tasks can be categorized...
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